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Global Market Strategy  –  June 2021     
    
                                         Keep faith in the Equity Bull Market despite increasing volatility  

Equity markets went off the boil for the first three weeks in May, continuing a lacklustre second half of April, but they finished 
the month with something of a mini-crescendo.  European stocks completed their fourth consecutive month of gains, indeed 
the German, French, Spanish, Italian and British indices all finished higher for the month.  Chinese equities were also up on 
the month, as were those of the US, with 86% of SP500 companies reporting better than expected earnings figures. 

The majority of stocks are still down some 5% from their early April highs, with many - most notably those involved in the 
technology and electric vehicle (EV) sectors - having recovered some ground from being down as much as 50% between April 
and May, as the switch from growth to value stocks continued. The move has been a reminder to investors that stockmarket 
investing is not the one way ticket it began to appear since March 23rd last year. 

Active fund managers have continued to set themselves apart, amply justifying the typical additional 0.75% cost of engaging 
them over an index tracker.  An example of the difference can be seen from 23%, 5%, 40% returns over 1, 3, 5 year terms from 
a well-known FTSE All Share tracker, as against 68%, 73%, 183% respective returns from one of the leading UK stock picking 
fund managers.  (Financial advisors are often asked how they justify their fees.) 

Talk continues as to what the markets have in store for investors amid the overhang of the threat of inflation and when the US 
Federal reserve will announce a start to tapering their purchase of various types of bonds, however not only is it likely the Fed 
won’t even begin to taper until 2022, it is equally probable they won’t begin to raise interest rates until 2023, and even then the 
indication is that rises will be measured.  The downside to the easy-money policy is that companies with weak balance sheets 
have survived when otherwise they might have failed, and it has also led to rising personal debt and over-inflated asset levels 
as that most dangerous theme - borrowing to invest - has proliferated amid digital currency, special purpose acquisition 
company speculation, and property.  House prices in the US are up more than 13% year on year, and in the UK the figure is 
over 10%. 

Because of the lack of return for investors in the bond or cash market, debate accentuates as to whether the ‘typical’ retirement 
portfolio should continue to be 60% bonds, 40% equities, and indeed whether the inverse 60/40 equity/bond portfolio is still 
suitable for so-called ‘medium’ risk long term savings / pension investors.  Should those retiring set aside six months, one year 
or even two years’ income requirement in cash in order to protect themselves from bear market ravaging, or should they remain 
invested and draw capital from their investments as and when they need it?  After all, money in cash suffers from erosion from 
inflation and time in the market, not timing the market is what matters.  As with most things financial, it depends: 
• On the percentage of overall capital one needs to draw to meet essential living requirements (utility bills, household 

shopping, clothing, mortgage payments, sports club memberships) 
• On one’s attitude to the need for a ‘just in case’ fund 
• On the need for ‘freedom income’ to meet travel, dining out costs etc 
• On the requirement for capital gifting (to assist with school fees, house deposit, third party pension or wedding payments) 
• On the extent of one’s dream tickets (car purchase, second home etc) 
• One’s attitude to risk and capacity for loss 
• A self-analysis to consider whether the time horizon is one’s own lifetime and or that of the next, or subsequent generation 

Of the above, perhaps the most crucial points are the first and penultimate.  The ability or inability to be able to withstand a 
significant portfolio downturn of say 30% over an 18 month period will determine the approach of setting aside cash to cover 
12-24 months’ future drawdown need.  A diversified portfolio of investments which is supervised and reviewed biannually is 
likely to stand the best chance of rebound in the event of a real-asset sell-off, and the engagement of a financial professional to 
be there as coach to best guide reaction to headline news and guard against panic selling undoubtedly aides capital 
management and smooths the journey. 

Gold was back above $1900 per troy ounce during May as concerns resurfaced as to whether to Fed is behind the game and 
inflation is likely to return with a vengeance sooner rather than later.  At the end of the month concerns eased amid the belief 
inflation will rise quickly toward the end of this year and early 2022 but the rise will be temporary, as technology and an 
increasing workforce availability (courtesy of a greater percentage of vaccined population) suppresses wage inflation. 

If this proves to be the case, bond yields will remain stoic, holding at currently unattractive negative real return levels. As and 
when inflation returns, bonds will be sold, yields will rise and capital values will fall, hence the poor prognosis for 
bondholders. David Kelly, head of global investment strategy at JPM Morgan, said on Bloomberg last week that he believes 
the US economy will be ‘healed’ by the end of the year, and therefore interest rates should not be kept close to zero.   
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It is “distorting everything in capital markets”, Kelly said, “to allow bad businesses to stay alive, albeit allowing good 
businesses to borrow to invest”.  Low rates “… encourage speculation to run rampant and debt to grow”, he affirmed.  And 
what is the ‘right rate’ at which interest rates should be now?  “It has to be the rate at which investors get a real return after 
inflation when they lend money over the long term, and if you borrow money over the long term it should be because you 
expect to get a positive return after inflation from your investment.” 

Most of market commentary leans to what is happening in the US, however with US indices close to all time highs, corporate 
earnings have to keep surpassing expectations for valuations to continue to advance.  This is entirely possible, given pent-up 
demand for people to begin to resume normal activity, including eating out, careful travel, attending outdoor events.  Because 
of a move from growth to value investment, the technology sector has lagged other sectors such as autos, airlines, financials, so  
tech has room to catch up, particularly those companies which have good cash-flow, minimal or no leverage, diversified 
incomes and good growth prospects. 

Aside from the US, Europe, the UK, the Far East, especially Japan and China all have room to run.  Both China and the US 
expect growth in 2021 to be around 6%.  With greater roll-out of the vaccine process across Europe, European equities, which 
have been suppressed since before the pandemic, have growth potential, as has the UK which has been making headway 
despite the strengthening pound. 

China’s Shanghai Composite eased unnoticed through 3600 at the end of May, despite the country having to deal with higher 
commodity prices and a strengthening currency.  China is determined not to allow the retail banking sector to fuel a housing 
bubble similar to that of 2016.  The People’s Bank of China is reducing liquidity to banks for lending to private individuals and 
instead will give help to small businesses whose margins are being eroded by higher materials’ costs.  The difficulty for 
investors is the leap of faith needed to invest in a country which is comparatively untransparent.  They, like the country itself, 
have to concentrate on the long term, believe in the growth potential and invest through experienced fund managers who 
carefully stock pick.  A blanket tracker approach might have the merit of being cheap but it will never offer outperformance. 

US dollar index, 1 year (Source: marketwatch.com)  A weaker dollar is helpful to US exporters and Emerging Markets  

Favoured investment plays: 
Nil risk:                          
Cautious risk:                  Cash 
Balanced risk: Managed / Multi-asset funds 
Market risk:                     Multi-asset funds, UK equity 
Adventurous risk:            Asia, Europe, Japan, US equity,  
Speculative risk:              Technology, Platinum, Emerging Markets  

Disclosure:   
Nicholas Chappell has the following personal investment exposure: Technology (all US, including green energy & fintech) 29%, China 11%, Asia 9%, Global Equity 12%, UK 
Equity 10%, European equity 11%, US Equity 3%, US smaller companies 1%, Emerging Market equity 9%, Platinum 4%, Cash 1% 

Important information: This communication is for informational purposes only.  It is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial 
instrument or as an official confirmation of any transaction.  The price of shares and the income from them may fall as well as rise.  Past performance is no guarantee of future 
returns and investors may not get back the full amount invested, particularly in the early years.  Exchange rates may also cause the value of underlying overseas investments to go 
down or up. Investments in emerging markets and hedge funds can be more volatile and the risk to capital is greater.  All market prices, data and other information are not warranted 
as to completeness or accuracy and are subject to change without notice.  Some quoted analysis is a resume of data supplied to McLaren Wealth Management by some of the world’s 
leading investment houses and although McLaren Wealth Management has given its opinion as to how the data can be interpreted, investment should not be embarked upon without 
full analysis of the risks involved and a careful study of the sales prospectus, where applicable. 
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